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Scandinavian Island Local Woman
Seeking one who singes me with a look.

The facts: 5' 10", my weight fluctuates between 130-150 when ever a scale happens by. I
don't own one. Leggy with no tan lines, long, thick and wavy hair. You wouldn't be the
first man that flew over to meet me.
I am a for real one of a kind passioniesta. A raging optimist who is a single *polyamorous
woman that loves the feel of a man. Very creative and view intimate times between two
people as an art form--without a doubt; very sensitive so less is more. Top 3; hot passion,
mild hair pulling and always to learn something new. Next, giving and receiving long
sensual massages that lead to full body orgasms. I have a voracious appetite for passion
and believe in celebrating it.
That electric first kiss of the night with a man who has my number. A man that can talk
passionately to me while making love; can hold an intelligent conversation outside of the
bedroom; can hold an intelligent conversation while sipping whiskey during breaks from
long sessions of pleasure and passion; loves to touch and be touched all over during
passion play; who does not treat a woman's pleasure points like they are impatiently
waiting for an elevator; who knows of more than three pleasure points on a woman or is
at least willing to learn; who knows how to take their time, who has a voracious appetite

for passion and seriously wants to explore and experience tantric intimacy. Size does not
matter. The best lovers I have known know how to use their equipment in utterly mindblowing ways no matter the size. (Think of it as a second tongue that can also thrust,
yummy!)
Talking suggestively during passion figures heavily into this. As for you guys that say
you love to eat pussy, we get it. My lady friends and I have discussed that when a guy
says he loves to eat pussy, it comes across as the new dozen roses. And should he say, "l
like to go down on you until you are completely satisfied." Think about it. What would
you feel like if you had just had a mind blowing exhausting blowjob and then were told,
"now do me."? It is not that we don't like your tongue, we do! We do! Just be aware of
all the options.
It happened
------ Last night as I was falling asleep in my lover's arms, his breath was blowing on my
nipple and the arousal of that rhythmic breathing woke me to shivers, and an incredible
time that we may have otherwise slept through.
------ A man on the islands had my number so well he was in my head like that movie
"What Women Want" and it was stellar.
------ He kissed me electric from the first touch tonight through our climax.
The best way to connect with me is to send a photo of you first--not an unsolicited cock
shot--an actual full face and body shot. This is important as I live on a small island and
the chance that we know each other in the business arena is quite real and may be

awkward. There are two photos of me that I will send once I can really see you. If we
swap pics and you would like to connect even more I will need your actual phone number.
You know the one. The phone that never leaves your side, the one you sleep with. The
only one you are really faithful to. If you don't hear from me please don't try a second
time. Please be sensitive to the fact I am a woman who runs her own businesses. My life
is very full. I work hard so I can really enjoy my down time. I don't chat, text, tweet or
blog. I am not crazy about long back and forth emails. I find sometimes that's all certain
guys want and it is not for me. Besides, it gets old writing explanations again and again.
That's why I have written so much on my profile. I love small gatherings of people for
wine tasting--I bottle wine--and nice food, but I don't cook. I am the anti-cook so only
one pie in this oven. I will always bring the libations. I have good friends who are chefs
so this works out.
I travel so please let me know if you will be coming to the island soon. My schedule fills
up fast with work and I put playtime as my carrot. If you will not be on the island or
haven't written at least a few intelligent sentences then let's not waste our time. If you are
having trouble figuring out why we are not connecting, you may want to take some time
to re-read this profile and figure it out for your self. Due to the many hits I receive I don't
have time to respond to all you wonderful men. If I don't respond, thanks for trying. Even
though you are not for me I am sure there is someone out there for you. Good Luck.
*Polyamorous is sometimes defined as: an ethical responsible form of non-monogamy.
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